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SUMMARY
Inherited thrombocytopenia results in low platelet counts and increased bleeding. Subsets of these patients have monoallelic germline

mutations in ETV6 or RUNX1 and a heightened risk of developing hematologic malignancies. Utilizing CRISPR-Cas9, we compared the

in vitro phenotype of hematopoietic progenitor cells and megakaryocytes derived from induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) lines

harboring mutations in either ETV6 or RUNX1. Both mutant lines display phenotypes consistent with a platelet-bleeding disorder. Sur-

prisingly, these cellular phenotypes were largely distinct. The ETV6-mutant iPSCs yield more hematopoietic progenitor cells and mega-

karyocytes, but themegakaryocytes are immature and less responsive to agonist stimulation. On the contrary, RUNX1-mutant iPSCs yield

fewer hematopoietic progenitor cells andmegakaryocytes, but themegakaryocytes aremore responsive to agonist stimulation. However,

both mutant iPSC lines display defects in proplatelet formation. Our work highlights that, while patients harboring germline ETV6 or

RUNX1 mutations have similar clinical phenotypes, the molecular mechanisms may be distinct.
INTRODUCTION

Inherited thrombocytopenia (IT), caused by mutations in

a variety of genes, is a genetic bleeding disorder resulting

in lowblood platelet counts. A subset of these patients har-

bor monoallelic germline mutations in the transcription

factors ETV6 or RUNX1 (Savoia et al., 2017). Patients

with monoallelic germline mutations in either of these

genes phenocopy one another in terms of platelet defects

and heightened hematologic malignancy predisposition;

however, the disease pathology is not well understood

(Dowton et al., 1985). One reason for this lack of under-

standing is the need for appropriatemodel systems.Mouse

models have been utilized to study IT with risk of malig-

nancy, but they fail to fully recapitulate the human disease

phenotype. Specifically, mice heterozygous for ETV6 have

unperturbed hematopoiesis, whereas RUNX1-haploinsuf-

ficient mice have minimal thrombocytopenia (�15%

reduction in platelet count) and do not develop leukemia,

even with secondary hits (De Braekeleer et al., 2012; Hock

et al., 2004; Sakurai et al., 2014; Sood et al., 2010).

Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) have proven to be

a suitable model system to study developmental genetic

disorders (Cherry and Daley, 2013). iPSC technology also

allows for the generation of unlimited quantities of cells,

which is important when studying disorders with limited

patient population size and/or key samples. In addition,
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patient-derived iPSCs can be genetically modified via

CRISPR-Cas9 to yield isogenic control iPSC lines, which is

critical when using human samples due to the large varia-

tion found in the human population. Genome-engineered

iPSCs allow for detailed analysis of pathogenic mutations

on the development of a disease-relevant cell type, such

as the megakaryocyte (MK) (Musunuru, 2013).

Although the first case of IT with heightened risk of acute

myeloid leukemia was described in 1978, heterozygous

germline RUNX1 mutations were not confirmed to be the

cause until 1999 (Luddy et al., 1978; Song et al., 1999).

RUNX1has since been studied extensively inmegakaryopoi-

esis. In recent years, iPSC technology has been utilized to

characterize the in vitro phenotype of iPSCs harboring

RUNX1 mutations (Antony-Debré et al., 2015; Connelly

et al., 2014; Iizuka et al., 2015; Sakurai et al., 2014). These

studies consistently highlight a defect inMK differentiation

from hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs). However, an

HPC phenotype is not always noted. More recently, muta-

tions effecting ETV6 have also been found to result in IT

with predisposition for hematologic malignancy, mainly B

cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (Zhang et al., 2015). Since

this discovery in 2015, studies in HeLa and primary human

CD34+ cells show a defect in yielding large, proplatelet-

forming ETV6-happloinsufficient MKs (Noetzli et al., 2015;

Poggi et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2015). To date, no ETV6-

mutant patient-derived iPSC studies have been reported.
uthors.
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Figure 1. ETV6 and RUNX1 mutations reveal disparate lineage potentials in CHOPWT6 isogenic iPSC lines
(A) Schematic of adherent hematopoietic differentiation protocol.
(B) Representative flow profiles of HPCs.

(legend continued on next page)
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In this study, we investigated the mechanism of IT caused

by monoallelic mutations in the transcription factors ETV6

or RUNX1. Although this disease has two parts—thrombocy-

topenia and hematologic malignancy—we focused our

studies on the thrombocytopenia aspect as a more tractable

endpoint. We found disparate phenotypes between the

ETV6-mutant and RUNX1-mutant iPSC lines, although

each mutant displayed distinct phenotypes consistent with

thrombocytopenia. These studies highlight that pathogenic

mutations may lead to the same phenotype in different

ways, which can ultimately affect therapeutic treatment

options.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Generation and characterization of isogenic iPSC lines

To examine the role of ETV6 and RUNX1 in HPC and MK

development, two different sets of iPSC lines were used:

(1) patient-derived iPSCs harboring monoallelic germline

ETV6 or RUNX1 mutations and (2) a wild-type (WT) iPSC

line with the ETV6 or RUNX1 patient mutations intro-

duced (Figures S1A–S1D and S2A–S2D). The latter system

allowed for investigation of the pathogenic effects of

these mutations in a common genetic background

(CHOPWT6) (Somers et al., 2010). The ETV6 patient mu-

tation affects DNA binding without impacting dimeriza-

tion, potentially acting as a dominant-negative (family

B, Zhang et al., 2015). Western blot of the ETV6mut/mut

line showed little ETV6 expression, suggesting that the

mutation leads to protein instability (Figure S1F). The

RUNX1 patient was described previously as having a

splice acceptor site mutation that results in haploinsuffi-

ciency (pedigree 3, Song et al., 1999). To introduce the pa-

tient mutations in theWT iPSC line and correct the muta-

tion in the patient lines, CRISPR-Cas9 technology was

used (Figures S1D and S2D) (Maguire et al., 2019). The

gRNAs were designed near the patient mutations of inter-

est (Figures S1A and S2A; Table S1), and clones expressing

either heterozygous or homozygous mutations were

confirmed by sequencing (Figures S1C and S2C). The

WT isogenic set of iPSC lines are the main focus of these

studies, while the patient-derived iPSC lines and isogenic

corrected lines are used for validation in a second genetic

background.
(C) Quantification of fold change in CD34+CD43+ HPCs per iPSC plated
(D) Representative flow profiles of CD34+CD43+ HPC lineage biases: e
(E) Quantification of number of erythroid (left) and myeloid (right) co
erythroid and N = 6 for myeloid.
(F) Quantification of erythroid (left) and CD18+CD45+ myeloid (right)
(G) Quantification of number of MK colonies after 12 days in collage
dependent experiments. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p
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To establish the kinetics of ETV6 or RUNX1 expression

during blood cell development, mRNA and protein expres-

sion were examined during the differentiation of iPSCs to

HPCs and MKs. ETV6 mRNA is expressed at low levels in

undifferentiated iPSCs, whereas RUNX1mRNA is undetect-

able. Transcript levels of both ETV6 and RUNX1 increased

significantly at the HPC and MK stages of differentiation

(Figure S1E). Protein expression of ETV6 suggests that the

patient mutation affects protein production and/or stabil-

ity (Figure S1F). The RUNX1 splice defect was confirmed us-

ing reverse transcriptase PCR, demonstrating aberrant

splicing at a downstream cryptic splice acceptor site

(Figure S1G).

ETV6 and RUNX1 mutations reveal disparate effects

on blood differentiation

To determine the effect of these mutations on blood cell

development, the iPSC lines were differentiated using a pre-

viouslydescribedprotocol (Figure1A) (Mills et al., 2014). The

HPCs were isolated as single cells on day 8 of differentiation

and analyzed by flow cytometry for CD34 andCD43 expres-

sion: CD34 is an early HPC marker, whereas CD43 is a pan-

hematopoietic cell surface marker. We observed similar

HPC flow profiles for all genotypes, but there was signifi-

cantly fewer CD34+CD43+ HPCs in the RUNX1+/mut iPSC

line compared with theWT, consistent with previous publi-

cations (Figures 1B and 1C) (Antony-Debré et al., 2015; Sa-

kurai et al., 2014). In contrast, the yield of ETV6+/mut

CD34+CD43+ HPCs was not significantly different when

comparedwiththeWT,while theETV6mut/mut linegenerated

significantly more HPCs (Figure 1C).

Next, the lineage biases of these HPCs were analyzed by

flow cytometry and colony assays. Cells were co-stained for

cell surface expression of CD41 and CD235, markers for

MK and erythroid commitment, respectively, whereas

myeloid precursors were included within the population of

double-negative cells within the CD34+CD43+ HPC popula-

tion (Paluru et al., 2014; Vodyanik et al., 2005). Both the

ETV6+/mut and ETV6mut/mut HPCs were biased toward dou-

ble-negative CD41�CD235� cells, whereas the RUNX1+/mut

HPCs were biased toward CD235+ cells when compared

withtheWT(Figure1D).Colonyassaysconfirmedthesefind-

ings. The ETV6mut/mut HPCs gave rise to more myeloid col-

onies and fewer erythroid colonies, whereas the ETV6+/mut

lines gave rise to fewer erythroid colonies (Figure 1E).
on day �2; normalized to WT. N = 7.
rythroid is CD41�CD235+, myeloid is CD41�CD235�.
lonies after 12–14 days in methylcellulose-based medium. N = 9 for

cells after 5 days of culture; normalized to WT. N = 4.
n-based medium. N = 4. For all statistical analyses, N indicates in-
< 0.0001 in this and all subsequent figures.
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Although the RUNX1+/mut HPCs gave rise to fewer erythroid

colonies (Figure 1E), they were generally larger in size when

compared with the WT. Culturing these HPCs in erythroid

ormyeloid liquid expansion conditions also supported these

data: the ETV6mut/mut HPCs generated more myeloid cells,

whereas the RUNX1+/mut HPCs generated more erythroid

cells (Figure 1F). TheMK potential of the HPCs was analyzed

using the megacult colony assay. The ETV6mut/mut HPCs

generated more MK colonies, whereas RUNX1+/mut HPCs

generated fewer MK colonies (Figure 1G). These differences

were confirmed using isogenic pairs of iPSC lines in a second

genetic background for each (Figures S3A–S3E).
Contrasting MK phenotypes in ETV6- and RUNX1-

mutant iPSC lines

To analyze the MK phenotype, CD34+CD43+ HPCs were

cultured in medium containing thrombopoietin (TPO)

and stem cell factor (SCF). By flow cytometry, all of the lines

generated populations of CD41+CD42a+ MKs (Figure 2A).

However, when calculating MK yield per input

CD34+CD43+ HPCs, major differences were observed: the

ETV6mut/mut HPCs generated more MKs (Figure 2B, left).

In contrast, the RUNX1+/mut HPCs generated fewer MKs

(Figure 2B, left). This same phenomenon was observed

when calculating MK yield per input iPSC (Figure 2B,

right). To determine if these differences were reflective of

maturation defects, the expression of various receptors

was analyzed during MKmaturation using flow cytometry.

The expression of CD41 (aIIb), an early marker of MK gen-

eration (Mitjavila-Garcia et al., 2002), was decreased on

ETV6+/mut and ETV6mut/mut MKs but increased on

RUNX1+/mut MKs (Figure 2C). The expression of CD42a

(GPIX) and CD42b (GPIba), both later markers of MK

maturation (Nishikii et al., 2015), were decreased on

ETV6+/mut and ETV6mut/mut MKs, whereas CD42a was

increased on RUNX1+/mut MKs (Figure 2C). Despite

increased expression on RUNX1+/mut MKs, these MKs

were slightly smaller in size, suggesting that receptor
Figure 2. Disparate MK phenotypes in ETV6- and RUNX1-mutant C
(A) Representative flow profiles of CD41+CD42a+ MKs.
(B) Quantification of MKs per CD34+CD43+ HPC (left) and per iPSC plate
(C) Quantification of mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of MK markers
for WT, ETV6+/mut, and ETV6mut/mut; N = 6 for RUNX1+/mut. For CD42
RUNX1+/mut. For CD42b (right): N = 14 for WT, ETV6+/mut, and ETV6mu

(D) Quantification of MK size after 5 days of culture via forward-scat
ETV6mut/mut; n = 6 for RUNX1+/mut.
(E) Representative flow histograms of PAC1 binding in unstimulated MK
MK culture.
(F) Quantification of PAC1 MFI after stimulation with thrombin (left) o
N = 7.
(G) Quantification of FV uptake over background in day 5 MKs; fold cha
independent experiments.
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expression was not correlated with surface area on these

cells (Figure 2D). ETV6mut/mut MKs were also smaller

compared with the WT iPSC line. These data suggest that

the ETV6 mutant lines generated increased numbers of

MKs with abnormal maturation marker expression,

whereas the RUNX1 mutant line generated decreased

numbers of MKs with normal maturation marker expres-

sion. These findings were consistent in a second genetic

background (Figures S4A–S4C).
ETV6-mutant MKs are less responsive to agonists than

RUNX1-mutant MKs

To test MK functionality, the responsiveness of MKs to

stimulation by various agonists was analyzed. Activation

with thrombin or adenosine 50-diphosphase sodium salt

(ADP) results in a conformational change in surface aIIbb3

receptors, thus enabling the binding of the conformation-

specific monoclonal antibody, PAC1 (Shattil et al., 1985,

1987). All MKs showed no basal PAC1 binding, demon-

strating no spontaneous pre-activation of these cells in cul-

ture (Figure 2E, top). Upon thrombin stimulation,�30% of

WT MKs responded to agonist stimulation (Figure 2E, bot-

tom). This percentage was decreased to an average of�15%

for ETV6mut/mut MKs, but significantly increased to �50%

for RUNX1+/mut MKs (Figure 2E, bottom). Responsiveness

was the same for both thrombin and ADP (Figure 2F).

Another assay measuring MK function is uptake of coag-

ulation factor V (FV). We previously demonstrated that the

uptake of fluorescently labeled FV positively correlated

with MK maturation (Ivanciu et al., 2014; Sim et al.,

2017). The uptake of FV by ETV6mut/mut MKs was decreased

when compared with the WT, whereas the uptake of FV by

RUNX1+/mut MKs was increased (Figure 2G). These data

suggest that, although ETV6mut/mut MKs may be increased

in number, they are less mature and responsive, whereas

the RUNX1+/mut MKs were decreased in number, but ap-

peared to be fully mature and more responsive when

compared with the WT MKs. These phenotypes are
HOPWT6 iPSC lines

d on day�2 (right) after 5 days of culture; normalized to WT. N = 6.
after 5 days of MK culture; normalized to WT. For CD41 (left): N = 10
a (middle): N = 12 for WT, ETV6+/mut, and ETV6mut/mut; N = 8 for
t/mut; N = 10 for RUNX1+/mut.
ter area (FSC) MFI; normalized to WT. N = 9 for WT, ETV6+/mut and

s (top) and thrombin stimulated MKs (0.1 U, bottom) after 6 days of

r ADP (right) after 6 days of culture; fold change normalized to WT.

nge normalized to WT. N = 6. For all statistical analyses, N indicates
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consistent with disease, but suggestive of distinct mecha-

nisms. All of these findings were similar in the second

genetic background (Figures S4D and S4E).
RNA sequencing analysis of purifiedMKs and aberrant

proplatelet signaling

To probe the molecular mechanism for these differences,

genome-wide gene expression was performed on purified

CD41+CD42b+ MKs from all four genotypes using RNA

sequencing (Figure 3A). Comparing the mutant MKs with

the WT and representing the data as volcano plots,

ETV6+/mut MKs had 323 downregulated genes and 723 up-

regulated genes, which increased dramatically in number

when the second allele of ETV6 was mutated (1,177 and

1,434, respectively) (Figures 3B and S4F). Compared with

the WT, RUNX1+/mut MKs had 937 downregulated genes

and 686 upregulated genes (Figures 3B and S4F). These

data fit with ETV6 acting predominantly as a transcrip-

tional repressor, and RUX1 being a transcriptional activator

(Noetzli et al., 2015; Rasighaemi et al., 2015; Topka et al.,

2015; Zhang et al., 2015).

We compared differences in gene expression between the

various genotypes via ameta-analysis that utilizes an unsu-

pervised clustering algorithm to bin genes into distinct

subpopulations. When comparing the WT with both the

ETV6+/mut and ETV6mut/mut MKs, a trend was observed in

up- and downregulated genes, with a higher degree of dys-

regulation in the ETV6mut/mut MKs compared with the

ETV6+/mut MKs (Figure 3C, left). In contrast, when

RUNX1+/mut and ETV6+/mut MKs were compared with the

WT, there was minimal overlap in dysregulated genes,

with genes up or down in onemutant line but not the other

(Figure 3C, right). Overall, these data are in line with our

other findings that showdisparate phenotypes and support

the idea that ETV6 and RUNX1 haploinsufficiency leads to

MK defects via distinct mechanisms.

Despite the differences in gene expression between

ETV6- and RUNX1-mutant MKs, Kyoto Encyclopedia of

Genes and Genomes pathway analysis revealed platelet
Figure 3. RNA sequencing of purified CHOPWT6 isogenic MKs sho
(A) Gating strategy for MK purification sort before RNA isolation.
(B) Volcano plots showing differential gene expression compared wit
flecting the clustering information for each gene: black dots are genes
upregulated compared with WT; purple dots are genes that are downr
genes are noted in red and blue, respectively.
(C) Meta-analysis heatmap independently comparing WT with ETV6+/

(right). The overall trend in gene expression for each cluster is depic
(D) Top gene ontology terms from Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and G
(E) Graphs validating platelet gene expression from MK RNA sequenc
(F) Graph quantifying the percent proplatelet-forming CD41+ MKs out
(G) Representative immunofluorescence images of proplatelet-formin
indicates independent experiments.
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activation and cancer-related signaling pathways as the

top gene ontology terms for both genotypes (Figure 3D; Ta-

ble S3). Examination of mRNA expression of a human

platelet gene set (Rowley et al., 2011) showed a similar de-

gree of downregulation in genes crucial for proplatelet for-

mation and platelet function between ETV6mut/mut and

RUNX1+/mut MKs (Figure 3E; Table S4). Finally, the propla-

telet-forming abilities of these mutant-MK populations

were examined through adhesion to a fibrinogen substrate.

The efficiency and complexity of the resultant proplatelet

structures were significantly reduced in ETV6- and

RUNX1-mutant MKs compared with the isogenic control

(Figures 3F and 3G). These findings suggest that the genes

dysregulated as a result of mutations in ETV6 or RUNX1

may share some common pathways to ultimately disrupt

proplatelet formation and thrombopoiesis, in spite of the

overall differences.

These experimental studies and RNA sequencing data

show that the molecular mechanism driving at least the

thrombocytopenia differs in patients withmonoallelicmu-

tations in ETV6 or RUNX1. However, despite differing phe-

notypes, the end result is the same: for ETV6-mutants,

there are more, but less responsive MKs, and for RUNX1

mutants, there are fewer, but more responsive MKs. Both

ETV6- and RUNX1-mutant MKs are deficient in proplatelet

formation, and would therefore give rise to fewer platelets

compared with the isogenic control (Figure 4).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Differentiation of iPSCs into HPCs and MKs
iPSCs were differentiated into HPCs as described previously (Mills

et al., 2014). HPCs were isolated as single cells and differentiated

toward MK lineage at 37�C with 5% CO2. HPCs were cultured in

serum-free defined (SFD) medium supplemented with TPO

(50 ng/mL) (R&D) and SCF (25 ng/mL) (R&D) for 5–6 days, with

fresh medium added on top every 2 days. SFD medium is defined

as: 750 mL homemade Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium

(Sigma), 250 mL HAMS/F12 (Corning), 5 mL N2 supplement

(Gibco), 10 mL B27 supplement (Gibco), 5 mL 10% bovine serum
w aberrant proplatelet signaling

h WT. Each dot represents a gene, with the coloring of the dot re-
that do not pass the filter parameters; green dots are genes that are
egulated compared with WT. The number of up- and downregulated

mut and ETV6mut/mut (left), and WT with RUNX1+/mut and ETV6+/mut

ted above the total number of genes in each cluster.
enomes pathway analysis.
ing data via qPCR. N = 3.
of total adhered CD41+ MKs. N = 4.
g MKs. Blue, DAPI; green, a-tubulin. For all statistical analyses, N



Figure 4. Model
(A) In comparison with the WT isogenic control, ETV6-mutant iPSCs
generate more HPCs that yield higher numbers of less-responsive
MKs, whereas RUNX1+/mut iPSCs generate fewer HPCs that yield
fewer numbers of more responsive MKs. Both ETV6- and RUNX1-
mutant MKs display defects in the ability to form proplatelet
extensions, suggesting that platelet production and release will be
poor in comparison with the WT isogenic control. Schematic was
created using BioRender software.
albumin (BSA) in PBS (Sigma), 2mMglutamine, and 13 penicillin/

streptomycin.

MK activation
MKs were suspended in Tyrode’s salt solution (Sigma) with 0.1%

BSA to a final concentration of 13 106 cells/mL. Cells were stained

with anti-CD42a, anti-CD42b, and PAC1 antibodies (see Table S2)

and stimulated with thrombin (0.01–0.1 U final) (Sigma) or ADP

(1–10 mM final) (Sigma) in a total volume of 100 mL for 10 min at

room temperature followed by incubation on ice, in the dark.

Pulse labeling of MKs with coagulation FV
MKs were pulse-labeled with FV by incubating with 200 nM of a

previously described FV variant tagged with Alexa 488 for 1 h at

37�C (Ivanciu et al., 2014).

Proplatelet formation assay
HPCswere cultured in StemSpan Serum-Free ExpansionMedium II

(SFEM II) (STEMCELLTechnologies) with TPO (50 ng/mL) and SCF

(25 ng/mL) for 5–7 days at 37�C with 5% CO2 to promote MK

differentiation. In 12-well tissue culture-treated plates, sterile glass

coverslips (EMS)werewashedwith PBS and coatedwith 100 mg/mL

fibrinogen (Millipore) in PBS for 2 h. Coverslips were blocked with

1% BSA for 1 h, and removed 15min beforeMK seeding. MKs were

resuspended in seeding medium (SFEM II with TPO [50 ng/mL]) at
a concentration of 2,000 MKs/mL and 13 105 MKs were seeded on

the center of each coverslip.MKswere left to adhere for 1 h at 37�C
before flooding with 500 mL of seeding medium per well and

incubating for an additional 24 h. Coverslips were fixed with 4%

paraformaldehyde (Thermo Scientific) in PBS for 20 min at room

temperature, washed 33with PBS and left in 1mLPBS for imaging.

Images were taken at 203 in random locations and proplatelet-

forming MKs were counted using Fiji software.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis and figure generation were performed using

GraphPad Prism 6 software. The results are represented as mean

± standard error of the mean. Ordinary one-way ANOVA with

multiple comparisons were used with correction for multiple com-

parisons using statistical hypothesis testing performed using

Tukey. In figures *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
Data and code availability
The accession number for the RNA-seq data reported in this paper

is GEO: GSE168326.
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